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« They are satisfied, 

They testify » 

ALPHATECH offers in its range TONIFARM Poultry several alternatives adapted to breeding issues and 

usable in organic farming: TONIFARM CI, TONIFARM P, TONIFARM H (hepatoprotector), TONI-

FARM V (parasitism), TONIFARM AC (coccidiosis). 

The first user of the TONIFARM CI with ABE in May 2009.  
 

This breeding is located in an area, where broilers and layers concentra-

tion is very high. Very satisfied of the TONIFARM CI she decides to 

use the TONIFARM P in order to improve natural defenses of her ani-

mals from birth. 
 

Thus, she uses the TONIFARM P from the chickens arrival 2 non-

consecutive days per week and continues during the laying periode.  

Find below the results after an entire flock with this protocole and a 2nd 

flock still in progress in Week 43. 

Some testimonies: 

« In the past, during IB passages, we could use 5 to 6 times the TONIFARM CI by flock. On the last flock, 

that just finished in march 2015, we used upon ABE advices the TONIFARM P 2 non-consecutive days per 

week (Monday and Wednesday) from the pullets arrival and during the entire round. » 

230 000 organic layers 

raised in open AIR 

divided in premises from 2 to 3 

sections of 3 000 layers. 

50 000 « label rouge » 

layers raised in open air 

Every breeding works under eggs 

takeover contract,  

There is no integration. 

Aurélie SAINTILLAN —2 X 3 000 Organic layers 

Technical results in August 2014 

Use of TONIFARM P from chickens arrival. 
 

Flock 3: 

Pullets weight at 17 weeks: 1.400 Kg. 

At 70 weeks: mortality 6%  and 304 eggs/layer 
 

Flock 4 : (in progress, arrived the 17/09/14) 

Pullets weight at 18 weeks: 1.620 Kg 

« Since the end of september, I used only twice the TONIFARM CI » 

Flock results on the 20/03/15, week 43: 

Mortality 1.5%, 148 eggs/layer and 93.2% of laying rate. 

"After having received 2 consecutive flocks of heterogeneous pul-

lets at 18 weeks during the past (flocks 1 and 2 : 1,400 and 1,300 

Kg), I decided to set up (for the flocks 3 and 4) the TONIFARM P 

from the chickens arrival; This is when we have to start because I 

noted that the pullets arrive in breeding in good health and are 

more resistant in their new enviromnent. 
 

During BI passages, I still use the TONIFARM CI, laying falls 

are weaker than in the past. I don’t use any booster vaccine du-

ring the laying period." 

Alain FLEURY  —2 sections of 3 000 Organic layers  

Denis PATUREL, ABE Manager: 

I appointed that since I use the TONIFARM P, from brooding, layers are more resistant 

and that makes my job easier.  

FOCUS ON AGROBIO EUROPE  

"Since 2009 we propose the TONIFARM CI for IB symptomes, and we successfully tried the TONI-

FARM P in 2013 with a breeder to reinforce the natural defenses of his layers. With 4 breeders in 

2014 and with most of our breeders in 2015." 

For me, the TONIFARM P acts like a fortifier to improve layers vitality 

Hervé PERROT— « 2 label rouge» henhouses 5 000 and 6 000 layers 

« Since the flock beginning, on ABE technician advices, I distribute the TONIFARM P 2 non-consecutive 

days per week (Monday/Thursday). Compared to previous flocks, I have less IB passages. 

As soon as I see some IB symptomes, I double the dosage of TONIFARM P during 4 days running; For 

now, it works, knowing that if neccessary, I have the TONIFARM CI. » 

My results: 

In week 60,  my 6 000 henhouse is at 88% of laying rate and 2,20% of mortality. 

My 5 000 henhouse : Despite an accident with a mortality of 500 layers, the laying rate is at 82% and 

layers are in good health. 

IB at the week 51:  

Laying decrease from 94% 

to 82% and back to 91.7% 

at the week 54. 
 

Results of the flock at 70 

weeks:  

316 eggs per layer  

mortality 3.5%. 
 

Only 2 IB passages for this 

flock. 

With the TONIFARM P distributed as preventive, during IB passages, instead of reco-

vering in one month, layers recover in 15 days with the TONIFARM CI. 
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